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The residents of G Ward band together to confront Warden Tamaki’s Ninben, man-made
Deadmen created through horrific human experimentation. Ganta’s friend Azami has been
turned into one of the Ninben during a publicly viewed Carnival Corpse show and lost her mind.
Ganta will do all he can to save her, but at what cost? And if things weren’t bad enough already,
Ganta’s friends desert him as a traitor!

“Claude Shannon wrote the ‘the Magna Carta of the Information Age’ and conceived of the basic
concept underlying all digital computers. Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman offer a long overdue,
insightful, and humane portrait of this eccentric and towering genius.” (Walter Isaacson, author of
Steve Jobs, The Innovators, and Einstein )“An exceptionally elegant and authoritative portrait of
a man of few words but many big ideas. Soni and Goodman’s elucidations of Claude Shannon’s
theories are gems of conciseness and clarity, and their case for placing him in the same
pantheon as Turing and von Neumann is compelling.” (Sylvia Nasar, author of A Beautiful Mind,
winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award )“Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman have written a
fascinating, readable, and necessary biography of a true American genius. This is the book that
finally explains Claude Shannon’s character and career as well as the context of his
extraordinary life and times.” (Jon Gertner, author of The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great
Age of American Innovation )“An avid biography full of freewheeling curiosity and fun. It’s a
pleasure getting to know you, Claude Shannon!” (Siobhan Roberts, author of Genius at Play:
The Curious Mind of John Horton Conway )“Shannon was to information and communication
what Newton was to physics. By following his curiosity through the playground of science, he
discovered mathematical laws that govern our digital age. The Shannon I worked with comes
alive in these pages.” (Edward O. Thorp, author of A Man For All Markets and Beat The
Dealer )“At last a biography of a man who shaped the Information Age we live in, and a thinker
who combined the playfulness of Richard Feynman with the genius of Albert Einstein. For
anyone interested in living both a playful and a thoughtful life, there is no better model than
Claude Shannon—and no better writing team than Soni and Goodman to have written the book
on it.” (Ryan Holiday, bestselling author of The Daily Stoic and The Obstacle Is The Way )“A
brilliant treatment of the life of Claude Shannon, one of the 20th century’s most remarkable
scientists in the field of information technology. This giant of a man launched the digital world we
now inhabit, but his not the household name it deserves to be. Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman
have corrected this with their superb new book presenting Shannon’s amazing personal and
professional life.” (Professor Leonard Kleinrock, Distinguished Professor of Computer Science,
UCLA, and winner, 2007 National Medal of Science )“We are familiar with the bright young stars
who brought us the web, Google and Facebook, but this engaging book demystifies the digital



communications revolution and shows how it really began! In telling the story of Claude
Shannon, Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman have given a fascinating introduction to the ideas and
the people who made our digital age possible.” (Robyn Arianrhod, author of Seduced by Logic:
Émilie Du Châtelet, Mary Somerville and the Newtonian Revolution )“In this fine biography of
Claude Shannon, Soni and Goodman make accessible the origins of digital communications
while revealing how engineers think deeply not only about things but through things; it was
through tinkering that Shannon was able to bring us the modern digital world.” (W. Bernard
Carlson, Professor and Chair, Engineering & Society Department, University of Virginia )“The
biography of one of the towering geniuses of the 20th century we have been awaiting for
decades. In this veritable labor of love by Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman, one has on offer an
enthralling and beautifully rendered portrait of Claude Shannon, the mathematician, the
engineer, the inventor, the tinkerer, and, above all, the enigmatic man who became the
intellectual father of the vital lifeblood of our age: information.” (Professor Sergio Verdu, Eugene
Higgins Professor of Electrical Engineering at Princeton University )“The fact that there has
never been a comprehensive biography of Claude Shannon, “The Father of Information Theory,”
has seemed a particularly egregious oversight as the world has hurtled further and further into
the Information Age. Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman have finally rectified this injustice. They
have woven comprehensive research into a compelling and personal narrative, accessible to
non-specialists but also of interest to people in the field for whom Shannon is an almost mythical
figure. A Mind at Play is an insightful and moving portrait of the very original genius whose work
affects nearly every aspect of the modern age.” (Dr. Mark Levinson, Director, Particle
Fever )“A Mind at Play bubbles over with energy and verve and insight. This is biography as it
should be, but seldom is.” (Edward Dolnick, author of The Clockwork Universe )“A welcome and
inspiring account of a largely unsung hero—unsung because, the authors suggest, he
accomplished something so fundamental that it's difficult to imagine a world without it.” (Kirkus
Reviews)“A key figure in the development of digital technology has his achievements, if not his
personality, burnished in this enlightening biography. . . . The authors’ rundown of the science
behind these advances, probing everything from the structure of language to the transatlantic
telegraph, is lucid and fascinating. . . . Soni and Goodman open an engrossing window onto
what a mind hard at work can do.” (Publishers Weekly)“A Mind at Play takes its readers through
the extraordinary life of someone so deserving of this well-researched and smooth-reading
biography. Read it. Lose yourself in the pages. For just a few worthwhile hours, you will become
a shadow following Shannon’s life and playful mind.” (Joseph Mazur, Author of Fluke: The Math
and Myth of Coincidences )“Terrific. A Mind at Play is fluidly written, thoroughly researched, and
important. It brings to our attention the fascinating life of Claude Shannon, considered by his
colleagues to be the Einstein of our information age. It is a story we should all know, and it is a
read that you all will enjoy.” (Martin J. Sherwin, coauthor (with Kai Bird) of the Pulitzer Prize-
winning biography, American Prometheus: The Triumph and Tragedy of J. Robert
Oppenheimer. )"Claude Shannon (1916–2001) is to computer science what Newton is to



physics: the mind that revolutionized its field. . . . a warm and engaging portrait that traces
Shannon from his Michigan boyhood to his standing as a modest scientific
celebrity." (BOOKLIST)"Soni and Goodman deftly illustrate how personality, humility, courage,
and, above all, curiosity facilitated [Shannon’s] historical contributions. In addition to
sympathizing with Shannon’s awestruck colleagues and starstruck graduate students, readers
will come away with a feeling of having gotten to know the man personally. . . . For historians,
philosophers, cryptographers, geeks, introverts, and anyone who has ever taken something
apart to understand how it works." (Library Journal)"In A Mind at Play, journalist Jimmy Soni and
political theorist Rob Goodman tell Shannon's story engagingly, from the perspective of a lay
reader wrestling with the sophisticated ideas that Shannon explored with dedication and
panache. The book is a boon for those eager to know more about his incredibly influential life —
whimsical, independent and curiosity-driven....Soni and Goodman have done their research. [A]
vivid portrayal." (Nature)“We owe Claude Shannon a lot, and Soni & Goodman’s book takes a
big first step in paying that debt.” (San Francisco Review of Books)“What we learn most from this
biography is how Shannon was as a person: A tinkerer and a loner who preferred to work with
his door closed, but kind and patient if one cared to enter.” (Euro Math)"This is the most
comprehensive biography of the man I've come across." (Brain Food)"To read this book is to
take a journey through history and understanding...Simply put, this will henceforth be one of the
books I can’t shut up about when people ask for recommendations. If you enjoy anything at all
about the digital age we live in, go out and get yourself a copy...You should know how these
things that bring you joy, or money, or allow you to communicate easily have come into being.
And for all of it, you owe a debt of gratitude to the man who is the subject of this thoroughly well-
written book; Claude Shannon." (Agent Palmer)"If Soni and Goodman manage to make the key
ideas the centrepiece, they also succeed in maintaining interest in the man behind the
theory." (Financial Times)“Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman make a convincing case . . . Without
Shannon, the digital revolution would have ground to a halt.” (Wall Street Journal)You know
Einstein, but you should know Shannon. , a charming account of the life of Claude Shannon, one
of the 20th century's most distinguished scientists, makes that compelling case. The biography
is full of entertaining bits about the thinker-tinkerer who first divined the significance of the
bit (aka "binary digit," the fundamental unit of information). Readers will enjoy this portrait of a
modern-day Da Vinci from his incredible early career breakthroughs to the more flippant pursuits
of his later years, like juggling through the halls of Bell Labs on a unicycle, or engineering a
flame-throwing trumpet. (FORTUNE)About the AuthorJimmy Soni is an award-winning author.
His previous book, A Mind at Play: How Claude Shannon Invented the Information Age, won the
2017 Neumann Prize, awarded by the British Society for the History of Mathematics for the best
book on the history of mathematics for a general audience, and the 2019 Middleton Prize by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. His newest book is The Founders: The Story of
PayPal and the Entrepreneurs Who Shaped Silicon Valley, and recently he completed with the
late Jane Walentas, Jane’s Carousel, which captured one woman’s remarkable twenty-five-year



journey to restore a beloved carousel in Brooklyn Bridge Park. He lives in Brooklyn, New York,
with his daughter, Venice.Rob Goodman is a doctoral candidate at Columbia University and a
former congressional speechwriter. He has written for Slate, The Atlantic, Politico, and The
Chronicle of Higher Education. His scholarly work has appeared in History of Political
Thought, the Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal, and The Journal of Medicine and Philosophy.
With Jimmy Soni, he is the coauthor of Rome’s Last Citizen: The Life and Legacy of Cato, Mortal
Enemy of Caesar, and A Mind at Play: How Claude Shannon Invented the Information
Age.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.A Mind at PlayINTRODUCTIONThe
thin, white-haired man had spent hours wandering in and out of meetings at the International
Information Theory Symposium in Brighton, England, before the rumors of his identity began to
proliferate. At first the autograph seekers came in a trickle, and then they clogged hallways in
long lines. At the evening banquet, the symposium’s chairman took the microphone to announce
that “one of the greatest scientific minds of our time” was in attendance and would share a few
words—but once he arrived onstage, the thin, white-haired man could not make himself heard
over the peals of applause.And then finally, when the noise had died down: “This is—ridiculous!”
Lacking more to say, he removed three balls from his pocket and began to juggle.After it was
over, someone asked the chairman to put into perspective what had just happened. “It was,” he
said, “as if Newton had showed up at a physics conference.It was 1985, and the juggler’s work
was long over, and just beginning. It had been nearly four decades since Claude Elwood
Shannon published “the Magna Carta of the Information Age”—invented, in a single stroke, the
idea of information. And yet the world his idea had made possible was only just coming into
being. Now we live immersed in that world, and every email we have ever sent, every DVD and
sound file we have ever played, and every Web page we have ever loaded bears a debt to
Claude Shannon.It was a debt he was never especially keen to collect. He was a man immune to
scientific fashion and insulated from opinion of all kinds, on all subjects, even himself, especially
himself; a man of closed doors and long silences, who thought his best thoughts in spartan
bachelor apartments and empty office buildings. A colleague called Shannon’s information
theory “a bomb.” It was stunning in its scope—he had conceived of a new science nearly from
scratch—and stunning in its surprise—he had gone years barely speaking a word of it to
anyone.Of course, information existed before Shannon, just as objects had inertia before
Newton. But before Shannon, there was precious little sense of information as an idea, a
measurable quantity, an object fitted out for hard science. Before Shannon, information was a
telegram, a photograph, a paragraph, a song. After Shannon, information was entirely
abstracted into bits. The sender no longer mattered, the intent no longer mattered, the medium
no longer mattered, not even the meaning mattered: a phone conversation, a snatch of Morse
telegraphy, a page from a detective story were all brought under a common code. Just as
geometers subjected a circle in the sand and the disc of the sun to the same laws, and as
physicists subjected the sway of a pendulum and the orbits of the planets to the same laws,
Claude Shannon made our world possible by getting at the essence of information.It is a puzzle



of his life that someone so skilled at abstracting his way past the tangible world was also so
gifted at manipulating it. Shannon was a born tinkerer: a telegraph line rigged from a barbed-wire
fence, a makeshift barn elevator, and a private backyard trolley tell the story of his small-town
Michigan childhood. And it was as an especially advanced sort of tinkerer that he caught the eye
of Vannevar Bush—soon to become the most powerful scientist in America and Shannon’s most
influential mentor—who brought him to MIT and charged him with the upkeep of the differential
analyzer, an analog computer the size of a room, “a fearsome thing of shafts, gears, strings, and
wheels rolling on disks” that happened to be the most advanced thinking machine of its
day.Shannon’s study of the electrical switches directing the guts of that mechanical behemoth
led him to an insight at the foundation of our digital age: that switches could do far more than
control the flow of electricity through circuits—that they could be used to evaluate any logical
statement we could think of, could even appear to “decide.” A series of binary choices—on/off,
true/false, 1/0—could, in principle, perform a passable imitation of a brain. That leap, as Walter
Isaacson put it, “became the basic concept underlying all digital computers.” It was Shannon’s
first great feat of abstraction. He was only twenty-one.A career that launched with “possibly the
most important, and also the most famous, master’s thesis of the century” brought him into
contact and collaboration with thinkers like Bush, Alan Turing, and John von Neumann: all, like
Shannon, founders of our era. It brought him into often-reluctant cooperation with the American
defense establishment and into arcane work on cryptography, computer-controlled gunnery, and
the encrypted transatlantic phone line that connected Roosevelt and Churchill in the midst of
world war. And it brought him to Bell Labs, an industrial R&D operation that considered itself less
an arm of the phone company than a home for “the operation of genius.” “People did very well at
Bell Labs,” said one of Shannon’s colleagues, “when they did what others thought was
impossible.” Shannon’s choice of the impossible was, he wrote, “an analysis of some of the
fundamental properties of general systems for the transmission of intelligence, including
telephony, radio, television, telegraphy, etc.”—systems that, from a mathematical perspective,
appeared to have nothing essential in common until Shannon proved that they had everything
essential in common. It would be his second, and greatest, feat of abstraction.Before the
publication of his “Mathematical Theory of Communication,” scientists could track the movement
of electrons in a wire, but the possibility that the very idea they stood for could be measured and
manipulated just as objectively would have to wait until it was proved by Shannon. It was
summed up in his recognition that all information, no matter the source, the sender, the recipient,
or the meaning, could be efficiently represented by a sequence of bits: information’s
fundamental unit.Before the “Mathematical Theory of Communication,” a century of common
sense and engineering trial and error said that noise—the physical world’s tax on our messages
—had to be lived with. And yet Shannon proved that noise could be defeated, that information
sent from Point A could be received with perfection at Point B, not just often, but essentially
always. He gave engineers the conceptual tools to digitize information and send it flawlessly (or,
to be precise, with an arbitrarily small amount of error), a result considered hopelessly utopian



up until the moment Shannon proved it was not. Another engineer marveled, “How he got that
insight, how he even came to believe such a thing, I don’t know.”That insight is embedded in the
circuits of our phones, our computers, our satellite TVs, our space probes still tethered to the
earth with thin cords of 0’s and 1’s. In 1990, the Voyager 1 probe turned its camera back on
Earth from the edge of the solar system, snapped a picture of our planetary home reduced in
size to less than a single pixel—to what Carl Sagan called “a mote of dust suspended in a
sunbeam”—and transmitted that picture across four billion miles of void. Claude Shannon did
not write the code that protected that image from error and distortion, but, some four decades
earlier, he had proved that such a code must exist. And so it did. It is part of his legacy; and so is
the endless flow of digital information on which the Internet depends, and so is the information
omnivory by which we define ourselves as modern.By his early thirties, he was one of the
brightest stars of American science, with the media attention and prestigious awards to prove it.
Yet, at the height of his brief fame, when his information theory had become the buzz-phrase to
explain everything from geology to politics to music, Shannon published a four-paragraph article
kindly urging the rest of the world to vacate his “bandwagon.” Impatient with all but the most
gifted, he still knew very little of ambition, or ego, or avarice, or any of the other unsightly drivers
of accomplishment. His best ideas waited years for publication, and his interest drifted across
problems on a private channel of its own. Having completed his pathbreaking work by the age of
thirty-two, he might have spent his remaining decades as a scientific celebrity, a public face of
innovation: another Bertrand Russell, or Albert Einstein, or Richard Feynman, or Steve Jobs.
Instead, he spent them tinkering.An electronic, maze-solving mouse named Theseus. An
Erector Set turtle that walked his house. The first plan for a chess-playing computer, a distant
ancestor of IBM’s Deep Blue. The first-ever wearable computer. A calculator that operated in
Roman numerals, code-named THROBAC (“Thrifty Roman-Numeral Backward-Looking
Computer”). A fleet of customized unicycles. Years devoted to the scientific study of
juggling.And, of course, the Ultimate Machine: a box and a switch, which, when flipped on,
produced a whirring of gears and a mechanical hand that emerged from the box, flipped the
switch off, and disappeared again. Claude Shannon was self-effacing in much the same way.
Rarely has a thinker who devoted his life to the study of communication been so
uncommunicative. Seen in profile, he almost vanished: a gaunt stick of a man, and a man almost
entirely written out of a history defined by self-promoters.His was a life spent in the pursuit of
curious, serious play; he was that rare scientific genius who was just as content rigging up a
juggling robot or a flamethrowing trumpet as he was pioneering digital circuits. He worked with
levity and played with gravity; he never acknowledged a distinction between the two. His genius
lay above all in the quality of the puzzles he set for himself. And the marks of his playful mind—
the mind that wondered how a box of electric switches could mimic a brain, and the mind that
asked why no one ever decides to say “XFOML RXKHRJFFJUJ”—are imprinted on all of his
deepest insights. Maybe it is too much to presume that the character of an age bears some
stamp of the character of its founders; but it would be pleasant to think that so much of what is



essential to ours was conceived in the spirit of play. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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Chaotic, “Deadman Wonderland 7. Deadman wonderland is a gruesome, graphic, adult look at a
privatized prison where inmates are forced to play deadly games to survive. I personally loved
this series, plenty of gore, language, and dark themes kept me drawn in. I saw the anime before I
read the manga, and the two tie very closely together thankfully. Must buy if you like dark,
graphic stories!”

Jonathan Harley, “Killer volume. This volume is action packed. Ganta leaves shiro to go save
Azami who has turned into a Ninben. With all of the deadman labeling ganta a traitor and without
shiro he is left to survive or get killed. The chief warden calls her military friends to join scar
chains ultimate goal to declares war on tamaki any means necessary. Can't wait for the next
volume. A clear must buy”

Josh S., “Interesting, fast-paced story but it can be a little .... Interesting, fast-paced story but it
can be a little confusing at times to tell who is talking/thinking what and some characters are
hard to tell apart.”

Goofy, “so everything is good.. He has not said anything, so everything is good.”

a.henry, “Item as described, best shipping. Item as described, best shipping”

Bryan, “Manga format, otherwise, awesome story. Manga format, otherwise, awesome story”

Ebook Tops Reader, “More awesomeness!. Having come to the manga after watching the anime
I am very impressed. I've paid more than this for a cup of coffee, and I got way more enjoyment
out of this installment!”

Sarah, “Great manga !!!!. Love love love this series!!! The concept is new and interesting. Can't
wait to keep reading about Ganta and his bad ass friends”

North-man, “Great!. I am happy with my purchase.”

marcella, “Five Stars. Great”

Danah, “ . Awesome”

Stephanie, “Great graphic book. Arrived swiftly”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Excelente!”
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